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SPECIAL SECTION 

SYMBOLIC MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATION 

Standard programming languages are inadequate for the kind of symbolic 
mathematical computations that theoretical physicists need to perform. 
Higher mathematics systems like SMP address this problem. 

STEPHEN WOLFRAM 

Mathematical calculations are an inevitable feature of 
research in theoretical physics and other mathematical 
sciences. In the past, they were carried out almost ex
clusively by hand. Now an increasing number of such 
calculations can be done by computer. This advance 
has been made possible by the development of interac
tive computer systems embodying extensive mathemat
ical knowledge and capable of symbolic or algebraic as 
well as numerical operations. Moreover, as powerful 
computers become progressiVely cheaper, theoretical 
physicists are beginning to be able to use such systems 
as routine tools, much as in the past they used tables of 
integrals or hand-held calculators. In this way everyday 
calculations are done more efficiently, and whole new 
classes of calculations become possible. 

The only mathematical objects intrinsic in standard 
programming languages such as FORTRAN and Care 
numbers. For some purposes numerical computations 
alone suffice, and these languages are adequate; but for 
many calculations in theoretical physics and elsewhere, 
higher level mathematical constructs are essential. Al
gebraic formulas, matrices, and a plethora of other 
mathematical objects must be manipulated. For this we 
need a computer language as close to mathematics as 
possible. Standard mathematical objects and operations 
must be intrinsic to the language. New ones must be 
defined using the language. Ultimately, it should be 
possible for all the mathematical structures and meth
ods that might be found in a mathematics textbook to 
be computerized. 

The most advanced and complete mathematics sys
tem at present available is probably SMP [9]. This arti
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cle provides a brief sketch of SMP and mentions some 
of its applications in theoretical physics. Barring pure 
mathematics itself, theoretical physics samples the wid
est spectrum of advanced mathematical techniques; by 
encompassing the needs of theoretical physicists, SMP 
should serve most other users of mathematics, from 
engineers to elementary-level students. 

Figure 1 is an example of a simple dialogue with 
SMP. It shows SMP used much like immediate-mode 
BASIC or a hand-held calculator, but for symbolic 
mathematics. Symbolic and analytical forms are crucial 
in the input, output, and performance of many calcula
tions. Consider, for example, a curve-fitting function . 
One input to the function might be a list of points. 
Another might be the functional form of the fit to be 
made. In a numerical language, a few different func
tional forms, perhaps specified by numerical codes, 
might be given. In SMP, the functional form can be in
put explicitly as a symbolic expression, and the necessary 
symbolic equations solved in the fitting procedure. 

Symbolic or analytical results are significant for 
many reasons. In some fortunate cases, the complete 
result of a calculation can be stated as a single number. 
Most often, however, results are functions of one or 
several parameters. With one or two parameters, graph
ical representations are possible, but in many cases 
only unwieldy tables of numbers can be given. Applica
tions or further calculations on results presented in 
these forms are almost impossible. Symbolic expres
sions, however, can provide compact and convenient 
representations of results even with many parameters. 
If the formulas can be cast into a simple form, the 
mathematical structure of results is immediately made 
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manifest. In any case, the final simplified expressions 
are a succinct specification of results, convenient, for 
example, for numerical evaluation with particular pa
rameter values. 

A typical calculation performed with SMP involves 
many successive operations, perhaps on many succes
sive lines or combined into a single program. At each 
stage, intermediate results are always symbolic expres
sions, which can be examined or manipulated with 
other SMP functions. A calculation can thus be built up 
in steps. The output from one step can be used directly 
as input to the next. An entirely modular approach can 
be taken. In this way, the symbolic character of SMP 
makes truly interactive calculations and programming 
possible. 

The manipulation of symbolic expressions is essential 
in applying many advanced mathematical techniques. 
Even for manipulating explicit matrices or graphs, nu
merical arrays are very cumbersome. Implicit mathe
matical objects such as operators or indicial tensors can 
only be represented in a symbolic form. Similarly, 
many techniques such as analytic continuation require 
explicit algebraic expressions in addition to numerical 
forms . 

Computer mathematics systems make routine mathe
matical calculations easier. They also extend the range 

#1[1]:: Ex[(x-1)A2 (x+2a),A3 ] 

of calculations that can be done at all. There are many 
problems in theoretical physics for which expressions 
containing hundreds or thousands of terms must be 
handled. Only with the help of a computer can such 
problems be solved. 

Complicated symbolic computations may be neces
sary in almost any branch of theoretical physics. There 
are two common sources of complication. First, the 
physical systems investigated may have many compo
nents or many degrees of freedom. This is the case, for 
example, in gravitation theory or in elasticity theory, 
where the field is represented by a tensor with many 
independent components. Second, we may need many 
terms in an expansion or perturbation series. Solutions 
to linear problems such as the harmonic motion of a 
perfect spring can typically be given in a simple analyt
ical form. However, in practice we must often account 
for nonlinearity. No exact solutions are then available, 
and we must resort to an expansion around the linear 
case in powers of some small perturbation parameter. 
Studies of the motion of the moon and planets in celes
tial mechanics provide numerous examples of expan
sions in which many terms must be kept. Perturbation 
expansions in quantum field theories for the interac
tions of elementary particles, or of excitations in con
densed matter systems, are represented by series of 

#0[1] : 

#1 [2] : : 

#0 [2] : 

#1 [3] : : 

6a x' - 12a x' + 6a x' + 12 a ' x - 24 a' x' + 12 a' x' - 16 a ' x 
+ 8 a' x' + 8 a ' + x' - 2 x' + x 5 

Fac[xA12-1] 

(-1 + x) (1 + x) (1 + x ') (1 x + x') (1 + x + X') (1 - x' + x 4 ) 

D[Log[X]A3 Exp[-a x]/(x-2b),x] 

3Exp[-a x] Log[x] ' 

#0 [3] : x 

Exp[-a x] Log[x] ' 
~~~~~~~~ - a Exp[-a x] Log[x]' 

-2b + x 
-2b + x 

#1[4]:: 1nt[(xA2+1) Exp[-x] ,x] 

#0[4] : 
-3 - 2x - x' 

EXp[x] 
#r [5]:: N[BesJ [6, 7 .8]A2-Hg [.4,.55,2, . 3] /(2Pi)] 

#0[5] : 
#1 [6] : : 
#0[6] : 
#r [7] :: 

-0.0437847 
m : A r [ 13 , 3 ) , $ i / ( $ i+$ j ) ] 

11 1/2,1/3,1/41,12/3,1/2,2/5),13/4,3/5,1/21 ) 
m.m.m 

#0 [7] : 

#1 [8] : : 
#0[8] : 
#1 [9] : : 
#0[9] : 

11451/480,7469/10800,7919/14400), 17469/5400,611/600,7289/9000), 
17919/4800,7289/6000,773/800)1 

Minv[m] 
(172,-120,601,1-240,450,-240),1180,-360,200) ) 
Ex[Det[m+t %]] 
1/7200 + 124921t/1800 + 14756 t' + 7200 t' 

Expressions entered on input lines #1 are processed, and 
the results are given on the following output lines #0. The 
first few lines give examples of standard mathematical opera
tions: expansion, factorization, differentiation, and integra
tion. In each case, the computations are performed symboli
cally, and the results are given as algebraic formulas. The 
fifth line sh0;.vs the solution of a pair of simultaneous equa-

tions. The results depend on the symbolic parameter a and 
are valid for any possible value of a. The sixth line is an 
example of the numerical evaluation of mathematical func
tions (Be sJ denotes a Bessel function, and Hg denotes a 
hypergeometric function). The final lines show matrix opera
tions. 

FIGURE 1. A Simple Dialogue in SMP 
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Feynman diagrams. Their evaluation requires immense 
symbolic computational effort. 

Several symbolic manipulation computer systems 
have been developed to handle the special classes of 
calculations that arise in particular fields of theoretical 
physics. SCHOONSCHIP [9, 10] and ASHMEDAI [6, 8] 
were written in FORTRAN in the mid 1960s for ele
mentary particle physics calculations, particularly the 
symbolic evaluation of traces of Dirac gamma matrices 
(which represent the behavior of elementary particles 
with spin). Both of these programs use very simple in
ternal representations in which, for example, polyno
mials are essentially stored as arrays of coefficients. 
Both operate primarily in a batch-processing mode, and 
both allow calculations with a huge number of terms to 
be carried out. They have made it possible to evaluate 
several crucial further terms in the perturbation series 
for quantum electrodyncmics (the theory of electrons 
and photons) and for quantum chromodynamics (the 
theory of quarks and gluons). CAMAL [2] is a program 
roughly similar in structure to SCHOONSCHIP and 
ASHMEDAI, but designed primarily for celestial me
chanics computations. Its use has allowed calculations 
carried out with many man-years of effort in the last cen
tury to be repeated and extended by computer at thou
sands of times the speed. SHEEP [3] is a system used for 
computations in General Relativity (gravitation theory). 

The symbolic manipulation of polynomials and other 
algebraic expressions (including exponentials, loga
rithms, and trigonometric functions) is important in 
many mathematical calculations. Several computer sys
tems have been developed for this purpose. Foremost 
among them are probably MACSYMA [7] and REDUCE 
[5]. (Two other similar systems, SCRATCHPAD [4] and 
ALTRAN [1], have never been widely distributed.) Both 
are primarily interactive systems written in LISP. They 
are comparatively slow and able to handle compara
tively small symbolic expressions, but incorporate ad
vanced algorithms for such operations as polynomial 
manipulation and symbolic integration. 

SMP was probably the first system designed from the 
start to be a general computer mathematics language. It 
is implemented in C, with internal data structures de
signed specifically for symbolic mathematical computa
tion. In typical usage, it takes one or two megabytes of 
(virtual) memory (its kernel contains about 120,000 
lines of C source code) and has now been transported to 
a variety of computer systems, from multiuser main
frames to single-user workstations. 

SMP is intended to be close to conventional mathe
matics. The fundamental operations of mathematics are 
included among the 100 or so primitives of the lan
guage, together with about 250 mathematical functions. 
Direct use of these primitives alone suffices in some 
simple calculations, such as those in Figure 1. However, 
as in mathematics itself, higher level constructs and 
operations must be defined to cover the immense vari
ety of methods arid calculations encountered in prac
tice. SMP was designed at a fundamental level to make 
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use of the notations and mechanisms developed in 
mathematics for such definitions. 

Symbolic expressions are the general data manipu
lated by SMP. They represent mathematical expres
sions, formulas, constructs, or algorithms. For example, 
x'2 - 3(x+1 )BesI [6, 7x/2] represents the expres
sion x 2 - 3(x + 1)h(7x/2). Zeta [0] : -1/2 repre
sents the formula nO) = -1fz. ! Cye [ 1 ,3] , Cye [2,4] 1 
represents a permutation decomposed into cycles. 
Zeta[$n] :: N[Sum[1/i'$n,!i,1,Inf, 
1/ i '$ n < 1.'-61]] represents an algorithm for nu
merical evaluation of nn), in which terms smaller than 
10-6 in the sum are dropped. 

All symbolic expressions in SMP are built up in a 
uniform manner from four very general fundamental 
kinds of object: numbers, symbols, projections, and 
lists. Numbers come in several types: The standard is 
rational numbers (e.g., 2/7), or fixed precision 
floating-point numbers (e.g., O. 577216). Other types 
include arbitrary-length integers or rational numbers 
(e.g., 18446744073709551616), arbitrary magnitude 
fixed precision numbers (e.g., 5.654*'563421, repre
senting 5.654 X 10563421), arbitrary precision numbers, 
numbers with errors, and so on. The capacity for treat
ing arbitrary accuracy numbers is particularly signifi
cant in pure mathematics; in theoretical physics it is 
rarely used, except to test the stability or accuracy of 
numerical results. 

Symbols in SMP are named objects representing vari
ables or symbolic parameters. Examples are x, Pi 
(representing the mathematical constant 71'), and Mul t 
(representing the operation of multiplication). Symbols 
may be assigned values. Thus, for example, a : x+ 1 
assigns as the value of the symbol a the symbolic ex
pression x+ 1. Whenever a appears, it is replaced 
by x+1.Thus(a+2)(b-2)becomes(3 + x) 
(-1 + b + x). Replacing symbols by their values is 

. part of the general simplification process implemented 
by SMP. Symbolic expressions are transformed using 
built-in knowledge and any definitions provided to a 
canonical form valid for any possible ultimate value for 
symbolic parameters. Thus 5x - 2x + x is simplified 
to 4x. This transformation is correct for all possible 
values of x. 

Projections are very general constructs that represent 
the extraction of parts of expressions, or the action 
of operators on expressions. For instance, f [3] , 
f[x+1], Log[2], andplus[x,y,z] (input in the 
form x+y+z) are all projections. They represent compo
nents of vectors, values of functions, or mathematical 
operations. 

Lists, the fourth fundamental objects of SMP, are 
in many respects complementary to projections. They 
correspond to collections of expressions, such as 
! 5 , x-2 , x+ 1 1 or ! [0] : 1 , [ 1 ] : 1 , [x] : f x, [$ x] : 
$x+41 . They can represent arrays or vectors, or data
bases of values and transformations. 

Values can be assigned to projections. Hence, the def
inition f [3] : x-1 causes f [3] to be replaced by x-1 
whenever it appears. Making only this definition, f [ 2] 
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is left unchanged if it appears. However, with the fur
ther definition f [2] : 7, f [2] is now replaced by 7 
whenever it appears. With these definitions for the pro
jections f [3] and f [2] of f , the value of f itself is 
the list! [2] : x-1, [3]: 7) . The first entry in this 
list specifies that, when projected with index 2, f 
yields x-1 . The second entry specifies that with index 
3 the result is 7. In this example, the list behaves like 
an array in FORTRAN, ALGOL, or C whose elements 
are extracted by projections with positive integer indi
ces. With the further definition f [1] : x+2, the value 
of f becomes a "contiguous" list with entries having 
indices 1, 2, 3, represented ! x+ 2 , x-1 , 7) . Such a 
list is analogous to a vector, with first component x+2 
and so on. Then, for example, Log [f] + 2 gives 
!2+Log[x+2] ,2+Log[x-1] ,2+Log[7]); the same 
mathematical operation is performed on each of the 
collection of expressions in the list. Similarly, f. f rep
resents the vector dot product of f with itself and gives 
49+( x-1 ) A2+( x+2) A2, where xAy represents x to 
the power y. (Exponents are usually printed as super
scripts in SMP but are incorporated here in a linear 
format for typographical convenience.) Matrices corre
spond to lists of lists. Thus with m: ! ! a , b) , ! c , d) ) , 
m represents a 2 x 2 matrix. The projection m [ 1] yields 
the first row, ! a , b) , while m [1] [2] or m [ 1 ,2] ex
tracts the 1 , 2 element b. More highly nested lists 
correspond to higher rank tensors. 

With a definition such as g [x] : y, the value of g 
becomes the list ! [x] : y) , where the list index is now 
the symbolic expression x. Lists whose indices are 
fixed symbols are analogous to "records" or "structures" 
in Pascal or C. List indices can be arbitrary expres
sions. The definition g [x+ 1 ] : y p yields the list 
! [x+ 1] : yp, [x] : y) for the value of g , and defines 
g [x+ 1] to be replaced by yp whenever it appears. 
These definitions specify values for projections of g 
with specific indices; they do not specify a value for, 
say, g [y] . A special class of "generic" symbols ex
ists-symbols such as $x stand for anyone of a possibly 
infinite class of expressions. Thus g [$x] : $ x+ 1 speci
fies that for any expression $x a projection of g with 
that expression should be replaced by the expression 
+ 1 . With this definition, therefore, g [7] is replaced 
by 8, and g [p-3] by p-:2. The definition is analo
gous to a function definition in languages like ALGOL 
or C. 

Definitions involving generic symbols can be used to 
specify transformation rules for complicated patterns. 
Hence f [ $ x-1 , $ x] : f f [ $ x] defines transformations 
for expressions such as f [x-1 , x] or f [7 , 8] . Sys
tem-defined transformations exist for projections such 
as PI u s (representing addition) that implement stan
dard simplification rules such as x+x to 2x. Additional 
transformations can be defined by the user. For exam
ple, there is no system-defined value for Log [ 0] , and 
so Log [ 0] will be left unchanged if it appears. The 
user can define Log [0] : I nf so that Log [0] is re
placed by In f whenever it appears. This transforma
tion rule is specified in the list, which gives the value 
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of Log. A more complicated definition would be 
Gamma [$x] Gamma [l-$x] : Pi/Sin [Pi $x ], 
which implements the reflection formula for the 
Gamma function. This definition is taken to specify the 
value of a projection from Mul t. The pattern-matching 
process required to apply the definition takes account 
of the commutativity and associativity properties of 
multiplication, so that, for example, 3 Gamma [x+ 1] 
Gamma [x] Gamma [ -x] would be replaced by 3 Pi 
Gamma [x] /Sin [Pi (1+x)] . 

Generic symbols such as $x stand by default for any 
expression. The construct $n_=Natp [$n] , for exam
ple, stands only for those expressions $ n such that the 
predicate Na t p [ $ n] is true, so that $ n is a natural 
number. Thus h [$ n_=Na tp [$n] ] : $n! defines a 
value for projections of h only when the index is a 
natural number. Although h [3] then yields 6 , 
h [ x+ 1] is left unchanged. 

Using definitions for patterns, new mathematical 
knowledge can be added to SMP. An extensive library 
of definitions implementing a wide range of mathemati
cal formulas already exists, implemented as external 
files containing sequences of assignments or definitions 
for replacements to be used as required. Figure 2 gives 
an example. 

Algorithms are implemented as programs in SMP, de
fined by assignments for projections. An assignment 
such as f [ $ x] : P r [ $ x] is "immediate" in that the 
value Pr [$ x] is evaluated at the time of assignment, 
causing $ x to be printed and leading effectively to the 
assignment f [$x] : $x (x is given as the value of the 
projection Pr [x] , which prints x). The assignment 
f [$x]: :Pr [$x] is "delayed," and causes Pr [$x] to 
be evaluated only when the value of a projection is 
requested and a specific expression has been found to 
match $x. With this delayed assignment, therefore, 
f [x+ 1] would cause x+ 1 to be printed. Delayed as
signments allow "programs" to be created and then to 
be "run" only when specific input parameters are 
given. Programs consist simply of symbolic expressions 
and may thus be manipulated by SMP. This capability 
makes possible many powerful language structures and 
leads to very succinct programs. An example is shown 
in Figure 3. 

The kernel of SMP incorporates not only standard 

Abs [$x $$xJ :: Abs [$xJ Abs [$$xJ 
Abs[$x'($n_=Natp[$nJ)J : Abs[$xJ'$n 

D[Abs[$xJ,I$x,1,$yjJ : Sign[$yJ 
Abs[Sign[$x_=($x-=O)JJ : 1 

#I [ 1 J :: <XAbs 
#I [2J :: Abs [a b'2 cJ 

#0[2J: Abs[aJ Abs[bJ' Abs[cJ 

FIGURE 2. An SMP External File Giving Additional Simplification 
Rules for the Absolute Value Function, Together with an Example 
of Their Use 
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GFit_:Tier 

GFit [$lisL=Listp[$listJ ,$f, $pars_=Listp [$parsJ J :: (LeI [%dJ; \ 
% d : A p [ PI us, (Ma p [ $ f , T ran s [ $li s t J [1 J J -T ran s [ $li s t J [2 J )' 2 J; \ 

Sol[Ldist[Ar[Len[$parsJ ,D[%d,$pars[$lJ J J=OJ ,$parsJ [lJ) 

<XGFit #1 [1 J : : 

#1 [2J : : 
#0 [2J : 

t: Ca t [Ar [ / [0, 1 ,0. 1 II , [$ 1 ,N [Exp [$ 1 J J I J J 
/ /0,11, [0. 1,1. 10517), /0.2,1.2214) ,/0.3,1.34986), /0.4,1.49182), 

/0.5,1.64872), [0.6,1.82212), /0.7,2.01375), /0.8,2.22554), 
/0.9,2.4596) I 

form:aO+al $1+a2 $1'2 

aD + al $1 + a2 $1' 
pars: [aO,al ,a2) 
/aO,al,a2) 
GFit[t,form,parsJ 

#1 [3J : : 

#0 [3J : 
#1 [4J : : 
#0[4J: 
#1 [5J :: 
#0[5J: 
#I [6J : : 

laO -> 1.0064,al -> 0.88906,a2 -> 0.79764) 
GFit[t,aO+al $1+a2 $1'3,/aO,al,a2)J 

#0[6J: laO -> 0.990118,al -> 1.16909,a2 -> 0.580704) 

Note that the form of the fit is specified by a symbolic expression. 

FIGURE 3. Definition and Examples of a Simple Generalized Polynomial Fitting Function in SMP 

mathematical operations such as differentiation, inte
gration, equation solution, power series expansion, and 
numerical evaluation, but also a host of operations for 
more structural manipulation of mathematical expres
sions. Examples are extensive list manipulation facili
ties for manipulating tensors and allowing program
ming in the style of APL or LISP, and operations for 
rearranging algebraic expressions-for example, by 
combining denominators or removing common factors. 
In addition, there are functions to implement various 
forms of input and output. The input syntax for sym
bolic expressions can be extended to allow new nota
tions to be added. Output is usually given a two
dimensional format close to standard typeset mathe
matics; definitions of additional output forms can be 
given. SMP also provides graphical output. A significant 
feature is that plots are stored as symbolic expressions 
containing lists of points and can be manipulated using 
the standard SMP primitives. 

SMP is fundamentally an interpreter. However, when 
symbolic parameters are assumed to have numerical 
values, compilation is efficient. SMP can translate sym
bolically defined functions into C (or FORTRAN) code, 
which is in turn compiled, and can be linked into an 
SMP job. In this way functions can be built up and 
debugged interactively and symbolically and then con
verted into efficient compiled code for evaluation. 

The intrinsic capabilities of SMP, together with the 
growing library of SMP external files, represent a sub
stantial coverage of mathematics and its applications. 
The organization of this material is crucial. The uni
form general framework of SMP makes functions writ
ten for very different purposes fundamentally compati
ble. Moreover, SMP incorporates a database manage
ment system that allows the library of existing func
tions to be searched according to English language top
ics and keywords. In this way, SMP functions applica
ble to particular calculations can be accessed quickly. 
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SMP provides a language and a framework for per
forming mathematical calculations by computer. More 
and more mathematical knowledge is being adapted 
into SMP form. Just as electronic calculators have made 
tables of logarithms obsolete, so SMP should supersede 
tables of mathematical formulas. With the advance of 
computer hardware technology, it should not be too 
long before most mathematical calculations can be car
ried out by hand-held machines. 
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